On Predicting Roller Milling Performance IV: Effect of Roll Disposition on the Particle Size Distribution from First Break Milling of Wheat
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Abstract
The breakage equation for roller milling allows prediction of the output particle size distribution from the feed particle size distribution in terms of a breakage function. Breakage functions were determined for First Break milling of hard and soft wheats under four roll dispositions: Sharp-to-Sharp (S-S), Sharp-to-Dull (S-D), Dull-to-Sharp (D-S) and Dull-to-Dull (D-D). The breakage functions were then used to predict the particle size distribution resulting from milling whole wheat samples at different roll gaps, for comparison with experimental results. First Break milling of both hard and soft wheat samples under a S-S disposition gave an even distribution of particle sizes over the range 250-2000 \( \mu \text{m} \), which could be described by linear breakage functions. The effect of changing roll gap was to change the slope of the line i.e. to change the balance between small and large particles, with larger roll gaps giving a greater proportion of large particles. Milling under S-D, D-S and D-D dispositions gave progressively more 'U-shaped' distributions; these were described by quadratic functions that indicated large quantities of small and large particles, but fewer in the middle size range. Again, increasing roll gap changed the balance towards more large particles, but had little effect on the quantity of particles in the middle size range. Predictions of output cumulative particle size distributions using the breakage equation gave excellent agreement with independently derived experimental results, with \( R^2 \) in excess of 0.99 in all cases. The trend in wheat quality testing is to measure distributions of single kernel parameters. The breakage equation approach allows the link to be made between distributions of single kernel parameters and milling performance.

INTRODUCTION
Milling of wheat into flour can be viewed as ‘the evolution of the particle size distribution’, as particles are progressively broken by roller mills and separated by plansifters. The process starts with First Break milling, in which fluted rolls operating under a differential open the wheat grains and begin the process of separating the more nutritious endosperm from the protective bran layers. The use of fluted rolls has the benefit that the bran particles tend to stay large, while the more friable endosperm breaks into smaller particles, allowing separation of bran from endosperm based on size using plansifters. Repeated breakage and separation in the ‘gradual reduction process’ allows highly efficient recovery of flour, relatively free from bran contamination.1,2

The particle size distribution resulting from First Break milling directly affects the subsequent process configuration and machine settings, and thus determines the effectiveness of the milling process.1,3 First Break is thus a critical control point in the milling process. A wide size range of particles is produced from First Break, from smaller than 200 \( \mu \text{m} \) to larger than 2000 \( \mu \text{m} \). The distribution of particle sizes
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depends on the interaction between the characteristics of the grist and the roll design and operation. The ability to predict and control the output particle size distribution from First Break milling is thus critical to the flour milling process.

Wheat kernels break independently during roller milling. The relationship between input and output mass-based particle size distributions for a roller milling operation can therefore be described by

\[ \rho_2(x) = \int_0^\infty \rho(x, D) \rho_1(D) \, dD \]  

where \( \rho_1(D) \) is the probability density function describing the input particle size distribution and \( \rho_2(x) \) is the probability density function describing the output particle size distribution. \( \rho(x, D) \) is the breakage function, which describes the probability of creating a particle of size \( x \) from an inlet particle of size \( D \) (strictly speaking, the probability of creating a particle in the range \( x, x + dx \) from a particle initially of size \( D = \rho(x, D) \, dx \)). If the breakage function is known, then the output particle size distribution can be predicted for any distribution of inlet particle sizes. This simplifies the study of First Break milling to determining the form of the breakage function. The cumulative form of the breakage function is given by

\[ B(x, D) = \int_0^x \rho(x, D) \, dx \]  

Similarly, the proportion of output material smaller than \( x \) is given by

\[ P(x) = \int_0^x \rho_2(x) \, dx \]  

The cumulative form of the breakage equation is therefore

\[ P(x) = \int_0^\infty B(x, D) \rho_1(D) \, dD \]  

The breakage equation approach has been applied for some years in other industries in which comminution is important, most notably minerals processing. Austin reviewed the development of the theory in this area and identified breakage equations appropriate for various types of mill, including hammer and ball mills, and once-through mills such as roller mills. Various forms of breakage function have been identified, suitable for different mills and materials, such as

\[ B(x, D) = \phi \left( \frac{x}{D} \right)^\gamma + (1 - \phi) \left( \frac{x}{D} \right)^\beta \]  

where \( \phi, \gamma, \) and \( \beta \) are fitted coefficients. Rajendran Nair, studying breakage behaviour of mineral materials with different hardness in a circular fluid energy mill, found the above coefficients to be related to the hardness of the materials.

Little work on the form of the breakage function suitable for roller milling using fluted rolls has been reported. Most previous work was based on other milling methods, such as hammer milling, ball milling, impact crushing, the Szego mill, the roller table mill and smooth roll crushers. Materials investigated include coals, rocks, quartz and other mineral materials. Scanlon and Lamb used a model starch-based viscoelastic material which was essentially homogeneous.

The breakage function depends on the milling method and the material being processed. Krogh studied crushing characteristics of three mineral materials and found that the breakage function is dependent on the crystal structure. Wheat is much more structurally complex than coal or other mineral materials commonly processed by comminution, comprising endosperm, bran and germ, each with different mechanical properties. Gotsis and Trass compared the milling performance of coal and wheat in a Szego mill and found that rotational speed and feed rate had the opposite effect on milling of wheat compared with coal.

Campbell and coworkers showed that the breakage function for roller milling could be determined by milling narrow size fractions of wheat separated by thickness using slotted sieves. They found that under Sharp-to-Sharp milling the breakage function could be described adequately by a linear function in \( x \) over a range of output particle sizes from 250–2000 µm, and a quadratic function of the milling ratio, \( G/D \) (the ratio of roll gap to inlet particle size). They fitted a cumulative breakage function of the form

\[ B(x, D) = a_0 + b_0 x + c_0 x^2 + \left( a_1 + b_1 x + c_1 x^2 \right) \left( \frac{G}{D} \right) \]

\[ + \left( a_2 + b_2 x + c_2 x^2 \right) \left( \frac{G}{D} \right)^2 \]  

Differentiation of this cumulative function with respect to \( x \) gives a breakage function that is linear.
in x. Bunn et al.\textsuperscript{23} confirmed that this linear relationship adequately described breakage of a wide range of wheat varieties under Sharp-to-Sharp milling. They showed that the slope of the breakage function at a given milling ratio was related to wheat hardness, and identified an additional parameter describing wheat breakage: Sensitivity. The particle size distribution resulting from milling sensitive wheats varies significantly with changes in the roll gap, while insensitive wheat varieties do not respond so readily to changes in the roll gap. Preferred UK milling varieties tend to be hard and sensitive.

Fang and Campbell\textsuperscript{24} investigated the effect of roll disposition (Sharp-to-Sharp, S-S; Sharp-to-Dull, S-D; Dull-to-Sharp, D-S; and Dull-to-Dull, D-D) on the breakage of wheat kernels during First Break roller milling and found that different dispositions produce different particle size distributions, which they discussed in terms of the fracture mechanics of wheat breakage. Figure 1 illustrates the four roll dispositions. Because of the wheat structure and the working angles of the roll flutes, the forces acting on the wheat grain engaged between rollers are different in term of direction and magnitude. Under S-S disposition, bran and endosperm break together resulting in a broad and relatively even distribution of particles. Under D-D milling, fracture is primarily compressive, which causes disintegration of the fragile endosperm while leaving the bran relatively intact, resulting in a ‘U-shaped’ distribution, with many small and large particles, but few in the mid-size range. S-D and D-S milling lie between these extremes. The difference in size distribution indicates that the breakage function will take different forms for different roll dispositions.

The objective of the current study was to identify the forms of the breakage function suitable to describe wheat breakage under First Break roller milling for hard and soft wheats milled under different roll dispositions, and then to demonstrate the predictive ability of the breakage equation. These quantitative predictions aim to complement the more qualitative fracture mechanics discussions presented previously\textsuperscript{24}.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

Wheat was milled at different roll gaps using the Satake STR-100 test roller mill as described previously\textsuperscript{1,24}. Hereward, a hard wheat (bulk density 79.4 kg hl\textsuperscript{-1}, protein content 14.6\% db), and Consort, a soft wheat (bulk density 74.2 kg hl\textsuperscript{-1}, protein content 10.6\% db), both from 1999 UK harvest, were used in this study. The average kernel hardness of the two samples as measured by the Perten SKCS Model 4100 (Perten Instruments AB, Sweden) was 50.6 for Hereward and 10.8 for Consort.

Both wheats were separated into six narrow size fractions by thickness using slotted sieves in a Satake SPU 125AU Puriﬁer (Satake Corporation, Japan). The puriﬁer is a tandem, triple deck puriﬁer which uses a combination of sieving and aspiration to separate flour stocks. In this work, it was used without aspiration and with slotted metal plates. The width of slots were 2, 2.25, 2.5, 2.75, 3 and 3.25 mm, which separated the wheat by thickness (third longest dimension) into seven fractions. The wheat grains larger than 3.25 mm in thickness were further separated with a 3.5 mm slotted sieve on a Simon sifter. The fractions larger than 3.5 mm and smaller than 2 mm were discarded because of the significant amount of broken or non-wheat material. Table\textsuperscript{I} shows the size fractions of the separated Hereward and Consort wheat.

Each size fraction was conditioned overnight to 16\% moisture content wb, then separated into 100 g samples, each stored in a plastic bag. Samples were milled on the Satake STR-100 test roller mill (Satake Corporation, Japan). The milling was performed under the four roll dispositions illustrated in Figure\textsuperscript{1}.

Table \textsuperscript{I} Size fractions of Hereward and Consort wheat obtained by separation using slotted sieves

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size range (mm)</th>
<th>% of sample</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3.25–3.50</td>
<td>19.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.00–3.25</td>
<td>20.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.75–3.00</td>
<td>27.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.50–2.75</td>
<td>21.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.25–2.50</td>
<td>9.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.00–2.25</td>
<td>2.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.80–2.00</td>
<td>18.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.50–1.80</td>
<td>17.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.25–1.50</td>
<td>23.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.00–1.25</td>
<td>21.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.75–1.00</td>
<td>13.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.50–0.75</td>
<td>5.63</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 1. Fluted rolls 100 mm in length with 10.5 flutes per inch were used, with flute angles of $\beta_s = 21^\circ$ and $\beta_d = 67^\circ$. The fast and slow roll speeds were 600 and 222 rpm, respectively, giving a differential of 2:7. The mill was operated at a feed rate of 375–500 kg/h, corresponding to 3750–5000 kg/h · metre on a full-length commercial mill. Five roll gaps (0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6 and 0.7 mm) were used for the milling test. The roll gaps were set using a feeler gauge. A total of 27 milling ratios for each roll disposition and each wheat variety were selected from the combination of six size fractions and five roll gaps to cover the range of milling ratios evenly from 0.074 to 0.329.

The entire milled stock from each trial was collected for sieve analysis. Samples were sieved on a Simon sifter for 8 minutes using wire mesh sieves of size: 2000, 1700, 1400, 1180, 850, 500 and 212 $\mu$m, along with a bottom pan. Each sieved fraction was weighed to 0.01 g using an Ohaus Precision Standard balance Model TS4KW (Ohaus Corporation, USA).

Breakage functions were fitted to the data using the procedure of Campbell et al., for each roll disposition and each wheat variety. For S-D, D-S and D-D milling, cumulative breakage functions that were cubic with respect to $x$ and quadratic with respect to $G/D$ were found to be appropriate, such that equation (6) was modified to:

$$B(x, D) = a_0 + b_0 x + c_0 x^2 + d_0 x^3$$

$$+ (a_1 + b_1 x + c_1 x^2 + d_1 x^3) \left(\frac{G}{D}\right)$$

$$+ (a_2 + b_2 x + c_2 x^2 + d_2 x^3) \left(\frac{G}{D}\right)^2$$

(7)

Coefficients were fitted by least squares regression using Microsoft Excel (Microsoft Corporation, USA).

The breakage functions were then used to predict the outlet size distribution for the native (unseparated) feed. These predictions were compared with the results of milling native feed samples of both wheat varieties for various roll gaps at each roll disposition. For each wheat variety and each roll disposition, 1.5 kg of unseparated sample was prepared as native feed. These batches were also conditioned to 16% moisture content wb, separated into 100 g samples and milled on the Satake STR-100 test roller mill at five roll gaps (0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6 and 0.7 mm) and under the four roll dispositions. Three 100 g replicate samples were milled at each roll gap and disposition. The coefficient of determination, $R^2$, was calculated to compare the predicted cumulative size distributions and actual measured cumulative size distributions milled from the native feed.

**RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

Figure 2 shows the relationship between the cumulative particle size distribution and the milling ratio $G/D$ at different roll dispositions, for First Break milling of Hereward and Consort. The solid lines are the fitted cumulative breakage function, $B(x, D)$. Clearly, as the milling ratio increases (larger gap or smaller feed particle size), the proportion of broken material smaller than any given size, $x$, decreases i.e. a larger milling ratio gives less breakage, as expected. The variation in the proportion of material smaller than $x$ with milling ratio can be described as a quadratic in $G/D$ for all values of $x$.

Figure 2 also shows that going from S-S, S-D, D-S through to D-D, the curves become more clustered together in the medium size range from 850 $\mu$m to 1400 $\mu$m for both varieties. This indicates less material in these size ranges, and more material at the extremes i.e. more large particles and more small particles, but fewer in the mid-size range, as reported by Campbell et al. and Fang and Campbell. As milling ratio increases, the balance between small and large particles changes in favour of a greater proportion of larger particles. Fang and Campbell discuss in greater detail the reasons for these different breakage patterns in terms of fracture mechanics and the mechanical properties of bran and endosperm.

As reported by Campbell et al., the cumulative breakage function for the S-S disposition takes the form as shown in equation (6), quadratic in both $x$ and $G/D$. For the other three roll dispositions, S-D, D-S and D-D, it has been found that the form of the cumulative breakage function given in equation (7), cubic in $x$, described the data more appropriately. Table II shows the coefficients fitted for both Hereward and Consort at each roll disposition, along with the values of the coefficient of determination, $R^2$. These were greater than 0.97 in all cases, indicating that these forms of the cumulative breakage function describe the data well. This is confirmed by inspection of the solid lines plotted from these coefficients on Figure 2, which coincide closely with the experimental data.
Figure 2  Cumulative particle size distribution vs. milling ratio, G/D, at different roll dispositions, for First Break milling of Hereward and Consort.
The breakage function can be obtained by differentiating \( B(x, D) \) as given by equations (6) and (7) with respect to \( x \):

\[
\rho(x, D) = \frac{d}{dx} B(x, D)
\]

\[
= b_0 + 2c_0x + (b_1 + 2c_1x)\left(\frac{G}{D}\right) + (b_2 + 2c_2x)\left(\frac{G}{D}\right)^2 \quad \text{for S-S} \tag{8}
\]

\[
\rho(x, D) = b_0 + 2c_0x + 3d_0x^2 + (b_1 + 2c_1x + 3d_1x^2)\left(\frac{G}{D}\right) + (b_2 + 2c_2x + 3d_2x^2)\left(\frac{G}{D}\right)^2 \quad \text{for S-D, D-S and D-D} \tag{9}
\]

The breakage function changes as a quadratic function of the milling ratio \((G/D)\) and output particle size \(x\), except in the case of S-S, for which the breakage function is a linear function of \(x\).

The cumulative output size distribution from a polydisperse feed can be predicted by inserting equation (6) or (7) into equation (4). Figure 3 compares the predictions with experimental results of milling Hereward and Consort native feed samples at different roll gaps from 0-3 to 0-7 mm and at the four roll dispositions. The solid lines are the predictions, based on the feed size distributions reported in Table I, and the data points represent experimental results. The comparison between predicted and experimental results gave \( R^2 \) values in excess of 0.99 for all eight cases. This demonstrates that once the breakage function is known, breakage of any size distribution of feed particles at any roll gap can be accurately predicted.

Different wheat samples have different physicochemical properties, and different roll designs and operational parameters break grains differently,
Figure 3  Cumulative particle size distributions resulting from milling Hereward and Consort at different roll gaps under S-S, S-D, D-S and D-D dispositions: comparison of predictions using the breakage functions with experimental results.
requiring construction of the breakage function for each wheat sample and each operating condition. Nevertheless, this work has demonstrated that a simple polynomial form of the breakage function is applicable for different wheat varieties and different roll dispositions. Campbell et al.6 noted that different breakage functions could be combined to describe milling of mixtures of wheat varieties. In principle a more comprehensive breakage function could be constructed in which the coefficients could be calculated directly from knowledge of wheat physico-chemical properties and roll design and operation.

The breakage function, $\rho(x, D)$, describes the particle size distribution produced on breakage, given an initial particle size $D$. Wheat kernels in a sample differ in more than just size. Other factors affecting wheat kernel breakage include hardness ($h$), moisture content ($m$), protein content ($p$) and density ($\rho$). For given operating conditions, the breakage function could be written more generally as $\rho(x \text{ given } G/D, h, m, p, \rho)$. Knowing the distribution of each of these factors, breakage could in principle be predicted for any wheat, without knowing the variety, basing predictions entirely on measurement of single kernel characteristics. Extending this further, a particular grist may contain several varieties differing widely in geographical origin and physico-chemical characteristics. Nevertheless, each kernel breaks independently, so provided the distributions of physico-chemical parameters affecting breakage can be measured, and suitable breakage equations constructed, the breakage pattern of any grist could in principle be predicted.

The trend in cereal quality testing is to measure distributions of single kernel parameters, with the Perten Single Kernel Characterisation System (SKCS) the most well developed example of this concept. The SKCS measures individual kernel mass, moisture content, diameter and hardness in a sample of 300 kernels, and presents distributions of these parameters. The challenge then is to interpret these distributions of information. The breakage function approach described here is ideally suited to relating distributions of single kernel parameters to milling performance.

CONCLUSIONS

Breakage functions for First Break rolling milling of two wheat varieties at four different roll dispositions using fluted rolls have been constructed and used to predict accurately the particle size distribution resulting from milling a polydisperse mixture of feed kernel sizes. The breakage functions for different wheat varieties and roll dispositions are quantitatively different but qualitatively similar in form, varying quadratically with both milling ratio and output particle size, except for Sharp-to-Sharp milling which gave a breakage function that varied linearly with particle size. The breakage equation approach is suited to linking distributions of single kernel parameters to milling performance.
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